Background: Gene regulatory networks play essential roles in living organisms to control growth, keep internal metabolism running and respond to external environmental changes. Understanding the connections and the activity levels of regulators is important for the research of gene regulatory networks. While relevance score based algorithms that reconstruct gene regulatory networks from transcriptome data can infer genome-wide gene regulatory networks, they are unfortunately prone to false positive results. Transcription factor activities (TFAs) quantitatively reflect the ability of the transcription factor to regulate target genes. However, classic relevance score based gene regulatory network reconstruction algorithms use models do not include the TFA layer, thus missing a key regulatory element.
Background
Gene regulatory networks play an essential role in controlling gene expression and ensuring that the right genes are expressed or silenced at the right time in the right place to make the organism function appropriately. Better understanding of gene regulatory structure aids biological researchers and biochemical engineers in obtaining more complete views of the complex gene expression and regulatory mechanisms in organisms.
In the gene regulation process, an active transcription factor (TF) can bind DNA and control gene expression. However, many TFs are not inherently active. Complex mechanisms, such as forming dimers, interacting with signal metabolites or binding specific micro-RNAs, are needed in order to control the activities of these TFs [1] . The activities of TFs also differ in different environments or during specific periods of cell development. This activation level is called transcription factor activity (TFA) [1] (Figure 1 ). Thus, TFA is an essential component of gene regulatory networks. It regulates gene expression in response to internal and external signals to ensure appropriate gene expression.
Since TFA is governed by various complex molecular interactions, it is difficult to determine directly from experiments, especially if the activation mechanism is unknown. However, it is possible to computationally predict the change of TFAs relative to a reference state using transcriptome data and a known TF-gene network architecture [1, 2] . Network Component Analysis (NCA) developed by Liao et al. defines the problem of calculating TFAs as optimization of a linear least square matrix decomposition. Liao et al. solve the problem using an expectation maximization (EM) approach [3] . Fast Network Component Analysis (FastNCA) uses singular value decomposition (SVD) and a matrix projection technique to approximate the linear least square matrix decomposition problem defined in NCA [4] . Similarly, Alter and Golub use SVD and pseudo-inverse projection, and integrate ChIP and microarray data to calculate the hidden TFA layer between TFs and genes [5] . ChIP data provides additional information on proteins' DNA binding occupancy. Gao et al. developed an algorithm that combines microarray data for mRNA expression and transcription factor occupancy to define the regulatory network (MANetworker algorithm) to predict TFAs based on ChIP and transcriptome data using multivariate regression and backward variable selection [6] . With the predicted TFAs, Gao et al. calculate the TF-gene coupling factor using Pearson Correlation [6] . Boulesteix et al. applied statistically inspired modification of the partial least square (SIMPLS) algorithm to find TFAs [7] . Many more complex models are also applied to predict TFAs. For example, Nachman et al. apply the Bayesian Network approach to provide a probabilistic model to predict TFAs [8] . The State-space model by Li et al. assumes the TFAs are affected by the TF gene expressions of previous time points [9] . Probabilistic dynamical models by Sanguinetti et al. consider the possibility of the same TF having different activities on different target genes [10] . A Gaussian process model developed by Gao et al. uses the Bayesian marginalization approach to predict TFAs [11] . Besides predicting TFAs from gene expression data and TF network structures from experiments and literature data, DNA sequence motif information is also widely used (e.g. searching for DNA binding site of TFs) in many methods to infer potential TF-gene links to obtain a more complete TF network structure and improve the prediction of TFAs [2] . However, compared to matrix decomposition and regression approaches, these complex models require more computational power. Thus, these complex models either cannot deal with large scale TFAs or they predict large scale TFAs by converting TFAs into binary.
High-throughput technologies have led to many algorithms for the reconstruction of large scale gene regulatory networks [12] . For example, many sequence analysis approaches which identify potential TF binding sites have been developed [13] . However, many of the predicted potential TF binding sites are not functional (false positive predictions) [12] . From ChIP-chip technology, potential gene regulatory effects can be derived by identifying the portions of a genome that are bound by a particular TF in vivo [14] . Transcriptome data (also known as gene expression data) measured by genome-wide DNA microarrays are widely used for gene regulatory network reconstructions. For instance, Stuart et al. use correlation coefficients between mRNA levels of genes as relevance scores to reconstruct correlation networks [15] . The interacting genes are predicted by detecting the correlation score above some set threshold. Other algorithms such as RELNET (RELevance NETworks) [16] and ARACNE (Algorithm for the Reverse engineering of Accurate Cellular NEtworks) [17] use mutual information as the relevance scores. The CLR (Context Likelihood Relatedness) [10] algorithm uses an adaptive background correction method on the relevance scores to improve precisions [18] . CLR significantly improved the performance of gene regulatory network reconstruction, and is widely adopted in the latest developed gene regulatory network reconstruction algorithms. In the field well known conference on Dialogue for Reverse Engineering Assessments and Methods (DREAM) [19] , many winning algorithms are based on CLR. For examples, the best performer algorithm in DREAM2 Challenge 5, synergy augmented CLR (SA-CLR), introduced three way mutual information instead of the pair-wise mutual information in the original CLR [20] . Madar et al. developed a ordinary differential equation (ODE) based dynamic model extension of CLR (mixed-CLR/tl(time-lagged) CLR integrated with Inferelator 1.0) to treat steady-state data and time-series data separately and had an outstanding performance on DREAM3 and DREAM4 100-gene in silico network challenge [21, 22] . Huynh-Thu et al. developed a regression and tree based algorithm to reconstruct gene regulatory networks and awarded the best performer in DREAM4 in silico Multifactorial challenge [23] . Pinna et al. developed a graph analysis based algorithm to predict directed gene regulatory network from gene knockout experiments [24] .
Many gene regulatory network reconstruction algorithms focus only on time series transcriptome data to develop dynamic models [25] . These include network identification by multiple regression [26] , microarray network identification [27] and multi-scale time-correlation estimation [28] . time-series network identification [29] , directed information-based CLR [30] . Dynamic Bayesian network models use a Bayesian Framework to reconstruct gene regulatory networks [31, 32] .
Time-series based algorithms and dynamic Bayesian networks models can provide realistic models to reconstruct gene regulatory networks. However, due to a lack of closely spaced time-series data and computational power, these algorithms are difficult to apply on a genome-wide scale. Relevance score based algorithms are more efficient computationally and can integrate many different types of transcriptome data.
The standard simplified two-layer (TF-gene) model assumes a gene regulatory network model in which expressed TFs affect their target genes directly, despite the fact that TFA plays an important role in gene regulation. This simplification may lead to large false positive detection rates. Recently, the problem that TF gene expression does not necessarily correlate with target gene expression was noted in [33] . This discrepancy was addressed using a knowledge base representation of a TF expression by averaging the expressions of its target genes [33] . In our GTRNetwork model, we introduce a hidden layer of TFAs into relevance score approaches which connects TFs and their target genes. The three layer model (Figure 1 ) is more realistic than the twolayer model, and more biologically reasonable than the knowledge base representation model. The GTRNetwork model results in an approach to reconstruct large scale genome-wide gene regulatory networks that is both biologically more meaningful and computationally feasible.
The proposed Gene expression and Transcription factor activity based Relevance Network (GTRNetwork) is a novel gene regulatory network reconstruction algorithm. It introduces a hidden layer of TFAs into relevance score based network reconstruction algorithms ( Figure 2 ). The GTRNetwork combines relevance score based algorithms and TFA prediction algorithms, and generally follows two major steps. In
Step 1, TFA ratios are predicted from transcriptome data and a specified TF-gene network topology. Transcript abundance ratios can be obtained from cDNA microarray or short read sequencing technology data. TF-gene network topologies can be assembled from online databases, such as RegulonDB [34] . However, TFA prediction algorithms are only based on the known TF-gene network topology and not able to predict new regulatory links. In Step 2 of GTRNetwork, gene regulatory networks are reconstructed from the gene expression ratio data and the predicted TFAs. Instead of using gene expression level as the only input to detect relationships between TFs and genes, GTRNetwork uses the relevancies between TFs and genes estimated based on the TFA and gene expression ratios. A check operon step can be used to improve the sensitivity of regulatory link detection. When gene operon information is available, it can be integrated after obtaining the reconstructed gene regulatory networks. By using gene operon information, when one gene in the operon is detected as a TF target, other genes in the same operon are automatically linked to the same TF.
Results
Selection of TFA prediction algorithms and network reconstruction algorithms Different TFA prediction algorithms and network reconstruction algorithms affect the performance of the GTRNetwork method. In this research, the task is to reconstruct gene regulatory networks of E. coli in the whole genome scale, which includes over 4000 genes and 160 TFs. In TFA prediction algorithms, only the algorithms using matrix decomposition and regression approaches could fit the computational requirements and scale needs of GTRNetwork algorithm for a whole genome. Three major approaches to predict TFAs are: gNCA-r which uses expectation maximization (EM) [3] , FastNCA which uses singular value decomposition (SVD) [4] , and SIMPLS which uses partial least square (PLS) regression [7] .
Similar scale and computational power requirements as the TFA prediction algorithms exist in regulatory network reconstruction algorithms using TFAs and gene expression levels. The relevance scores are calculated by either Pearson correlation coefficients or adaptive partitioning mutual information (APMI) [35] . While using relevance scores approach on microarray experiments, different genes may have different background noise in different patterns and scales. For example, relevance scores may fail to distinguish direct interaction from indirect influences when the experimental conditions are unevenly sampled, or when the microarray normalization fails to remove false background correlations [18] . Research by Faith et al. [18] showed that using a background correction in the relevance score based network reconstruction process reduces the false positive detection rate of regulatory links and significantly improves the performance of the network reconstruction. The Context Likelihood Relatedness (CLR) [18] algorithm provides background correction on relevance scores in GTRNetwork.
GTRNetwork Algorithm Testing
The performance of the GTRNetwork algorithm using different combinations of TFA prediction algorithm and relevance score based network inference algorithms have been tested. Three TFA prediction algorithms Figure 2 Gene expression and Transcription factor activity based gene Regulatory Network (GTRNetwork) framework. GTRNetwork algorithm has two steps.
Step 1 (Yellow) take input of transctriptome data, predict transcription factor activities (TFAs) of TFs from known TFGene Network Topology.
Step 2 (Purple) take the input of trancriptome data and introduce the predicted TFAs from step 1 to reconstruct gene regulatory network use score based network reconstruction methods.
(EM-based gNCA-r, SVD-based FastNCA, and regression-based SIMPLS) and two relevance score functions (Pearson correlation coefficient and adaptive partitioning mutual information) have been tested with or without using CLR background correction. The GTRNetwork algorithm using the expression level of TFs as TFAs was also tested to demonstrate its performance without including the TFA layer. Detailed information on the tested algorithms can be found in Table 1 .
To test the performance of the GTRNetwork algorithm using TF-gene network topologies providing different levels of information as inputs, the training datasets of input initial TF-gene network topologies are obtained by randomly knocking out 70%, 50%, 30% or 10% of links from the TF-gene regulatory links dataset of RegulonDB 7.0 [34] . The testing datasets of TF-gene networks are the links that have been removed from the training datasets respectively. Thus, the ability of the algorithm to predict the removed regulatory links is tested. The transcriptome data input for testing the GTRNetwork algorithm is an E. coli gene expression data set integrating 466 transcriptome experimental conditions on 4279 gene probes from the M3D database [36] . The operon information was downloaded from the RegulonDB 7.0 database [34] and used in the check operon step to find more regulatory links. GTRNetwork algorithms were applied to the input training datasets to reconstruct gene regulatory networks with different network sizes. The results are compared with the testing datasets described above and the precision and recall (sensitivity) values are calculated for each network:
Number of testing data set verified new links Total predicted new links
(1)
Recall = Number of testing dataset verified new links Total number of links in the testing dataset
On each percentage level of input training dataset, the test is repeated five times to estimate the stability of GTRNetwork algorithms. In the Precision-Recall plots, all algorithm combinations show the same trend: as recall value increases, precision decreases. (Figures 3, 4 , 5 and 6). At the same recall level, higher precision suggests better performance of the algorithm; while at the same precision, the larger recall value shows better performance of the algorithm. And the area under precision-recall curve (AUPRC) for each test are calculated ( Figure 7 ). The larger AUPRC value tells us the better performance. The test results for all combinations of the GTRNetwork algorithm are shown in Additional file 1.
There are four factors which affect the performance of GTRNetwork: the TFA prediction algorithm, the relevance score function, the background correction effect, and the network sizes of initial TF-gene network topology. Figure 7 shows that using predicted TFA information from EM or SVD-based method significantly improved the performance of the gene regulatory network reconstruction. (Two sample t-test p-value < 0.0001). The APMI relevance score function gives slightly better performance than the correlation relevance score function. (Paired two sample t-test p-value < 0.0001). However, there is no clear difference between 
GTRNetwork algorithms using different combination of TFA prediction algorithm and relevance score based network inference algorithms.
using or not using the background correction of CLR.
(Paired two sample t-test p-value = 0.8342). The performance of most algorithm combinations is relatively consistent while using different level of known knowledge of the initial TF-gene network topologies. However, when using the 90% of known TF-gene links as the initial network topology, the performances drops significantly. This performance drop is expected because as the training data (the portion of known TF-gene links) increases, the testing data is reduced. Many predicted links are already known, and only few links can be give the best performances. All the TFA based algorithms except the SIMPLS based TFA prediction show significantly better performance than the algorithms not using TFA information. Figure 4 GTRNetwork algorithm combinations on input initial network of 50% RegulonDB 7.0 data. 50% of links are randomly deleted. Five runs were made for each recall level. The trend lines of data points are fitted by polynomial functions. Under this condition the combination E-A-C (EM-based TFA prediction, APMI relevance score with CLR background correction) and E-A-N (EMbased TFA prediction, APMI relevance score without CLR background correction) give the best performances. All the TFA based algorithms except the SIMPLS based TFA prediction show significantly better performance than the algorithms not using TFA information. At the low recall levels, the regression based TFA prediction algorithms (P-C-C and P-A-C) have better performance than the algorithms not using TFA information while. give the best performances. All the TFA based algorithms except the SIMPLS based TFA prediction show significantly better performance than the algorithms not using TFA information. At the low recall levels, the regression based TFA prediction algorithms (P-C-C and P-A-C) have better performance than the algorithms not using TFA information. Figure 6 GTRNetwork algorithm combinations on input initial network of 90% RegulonDB 7.0 data. 10% of links are randomly deleted. Five runs were made for each recall level. The trend lines of data points are fitted by polynomial functions. Under this condition the combination E-A-C (EM-based TFA prediction, APMI relevance score with CLR background correction) and E-A-N (EMbased TFA prediction, APMI relevance score without CLR background correction) give the best performances. All the TFA based algorithms show significantly better performance than the algorithms not using TFA information.
identified as new predicted links. Also many new predicted links might not be included in the testing dataset thus not being verified as a true positive prediction. However, the unverified prediction could still be true since the testing dataset is not a complete dataset; our knowledge of the complete biology of this system is still incomplete. When the portion of the known TF-gene links is increased in the training data, the total number of predicted new links decreases. At the same time, the number of unknown regulatory links in prediction would not change, or even increase because of more complete training information. Thus, the portion of unknown regulatory links in the prediction is increased. In this case, the testing is closer to a prediction. The verification based only on known knowledge cannot reflect the real performance of identifying potential new gene regulatory targets (Figure 8 ).
In conclusion, the algorithms using EM-based or SVDbased TFA prediction methods along with the APMI relevance score gave the best performance. In general, using or not using CLR background correction does not give significant differences in performance, but since CLR has low computational requirements (See the discussion session) and has been shown helpful in gene regulatory reconstruction algorithms [18] , we suggest the use of CLR background correction in the GTRNetwork algorithm. Thus, the E-A-C (EM-based TFA prediction, APMI relevance score function and using the CLR background correction) combination is used as the default GTRNetwork algorithm in the testing and application below.
A comparison between the original CLR [18] and GTRNetwork algorithm is also applied on the M3D E. coli data (Figure 9 ). Comparisons between CLR algorithm and many other gene regulatory network reconstruction algorithms have been done in the CLR paper [18] . And many DREAM winning algorithms, e.g. SACLR [20] and GENEI3 [23] , have compared themselves with CLR on the M3D E. coli data and found comparable performance with CLR [20, 23] . GTRNetwork outperforms CLR significantly when we use the full TF-gene regulatory information from RegulonDB 7.0 as the initial TF-gene network topology ( Figure 9A) . However, the result is predictable since GTRNetwork uses the additional information of TF-gene links as input, and all other algorithms only use the list of TFs as input. While using a 50% randomly knocked out TFgene regulatory links from RegulonDB 7.0 as the training initial TF-gene network topology, and the removed regulatory links in the training dataset as the testing data, this situation would be more relative to a real biological application. In most biological cases, only limited TF-gene regulatory information is known, and the task of gene regulatory network reconstruction algorithms is to identify new regulatory links. The result still shows stronger performance of the GTRNetwork algorithm on the task of identifying new regulatory networks based Figure 7 Area under curve of precision-recall (AUCPR) of GTRNetwork algorithm combinations with different input TFgene network topologies. The performance of GTRNetwork is relatively consistent while using input TF-gene network topologies containing different percentages of known regulatory links, except using the 90% of known regulatory links as the input TF-gene network topology. EM-based or SVD-based TFA prediction algorithms (E/S-C-C, E/S-C-N, E/S-A-C, E/S-A-N) give significantly better performance than algorithms without using TFA information (N-X-X) or algorithms using PLS based TFA prediction (P-X-X). The algorithms using APMI relevance score function (the right half of the plot) show slightly better performance than the algorithms using Pearson correlation relevance score function (the left half). And there are no significant differences due to the use of the CLR background correction (X-X-C or X-X-N). 
Application of GTRNetwork Algorithm
According to the test results above, the E-A-C algorithm combination best fits the current known gene regulatory network topology from RegulonDB 7.0. This algorithm combination was applied using the full set of RegulonDB 7.0 TF-gene links as the initial network topology. The gene expression data of E. coli integrating 466 transcriptome experiment conditions on 4279 gene probes from the M3D database was used as the transcriptome data input. Resulting gene regulatory networks with sizes ranging from 100 links to 600 links were reconstructed. Different relevance score thresholds were set to reconstruct gene regulatory networks with different sizes. Higher thresholds result in smaller regulatory networks with fewer false positives. Lower thresholds give more complete networks, but with more false positives. A check operon step using operon information from RegulonDB 7.0 was applied to improve the sensitivity of the reconstructed regulatory networks. The complete detailed predicted results are shown in Additional file 2.
In the reconstructed 100-link regulatory network, there are three new predicted regulatory links: DicAinsD, DicA-intQ, DidA-ydfE. These new links are biologically verifiable since insD, intQ and ydfE are in the same operon with a TF binding site of regulator DicA, according to the binding-site information obtained from RegulonDB 7.0 [34] . In the reconstructed 200-link regulatory network, besides the three new links predicted in the 100-links network, another 13 new regulatory links were predicted ( Table 2) . Evidence of biological validity of 8 of these 12 new links can be found in the literature or in databases such as EcoCyc [37] . For example, IscR is an iron-sulfur cluster regulator [38] and fdx, hscA, hscB and iscX are all involved in the iron-sulfur cluster assembly process.
The 600-link reconstructed gene regulatory network contains 381 new predicted gene regulatory links, including links predicted by checking operon information. These 381 predicted links appear biologically meaningful. For instance, the ferric uptake regulator, Fur, is predicted to have links with many ferrous iron transporters and storage related genes (efeU, bfd, bfr, efeB, efeO, ybdB (entH), ydiE, yqjH). Many of these new predicted targets have unknown biological function, such as inner membrane protein gene, ybaN, and secreted protein gene, yncE. The fact that these genes may be part of the Fur regulon suggests that their function may be related to iron uptake (Table 3) .
Despite the fact that E. coli is so well-characterized, there are still many genes that have no known regulators. The GTRNetwork predictions help discover the regulators of those genes still have no known regulators. In the 381 predicted links, there are 171 predicted target genes which previously had no known regulators (Additional File 2).
The reconstructed gene regulatory networks with potential new gene regulatory links can be used again in the application of predicting TFAs and identify more significantly changed TFAs in response to the experiment condition changes. For example, Brynildsen et al. used the gene regulatory network obtained from Figure 9 Comparison between GTRNetwork and CLR on E. coli data. (A) Precision-recall curve of testing results of GTRNetwork and CLR algorithms using transcriptome data from M3D database [36] and the input training TF-Gene topology of the full set of RegulonDB 7.0 [34] . (B) Precision-recall plot of testing results of GTRNetwork and CLR algorithms using transcriptome data from M3D database [36] RegulonDB and NCA to predict TFAs of E. coli under isobutanol stress from transcriptome data and identified 16 significantly changed TFAs in response to the isobutanol condition [39] . We reanalyzed their transcriptome data using our reconstructed gene regulatory network, including the 381 predicted new links. This additional of the new regulatory links resulted in another 7 significantly changed TFAs in response to the isobutanol condition (Table 4) .
Discussion
In the result section, the tests of combinations of algorithms for GTRNetwork focused on finding the best algorithm combination to give the most precise prediction and maximum recall. The test results showed that the introduction of TFA improved the prediction precision and recall rate of relevance score based gene regulatory network reconstruction significantly. The best combinations of TFA predict algorithm and relevance score functions, in terms of precision and recall depend on the sizes of the known initial TF-gene network topologies.
Besides precision and recall of predictions, other properties such as the run times of algorithms are important. Among the TFA prediction algorithms, the SVD-based, FastNCA algorithm is the fastest one. FastNCA (SVD) is 280 to 440 times faster than SIMPLS (PLS) and gNCA-r (EM) ( Table 5) . APMI takes about 1740 seconds to generate the relevance score matrix, while using correlation as the relevance score gets the score matrix over 1000 times faster (Table 5) . Applying CLR background correction finishes in seconds but can improve the precision of the reconstructed network [18] . Thus, the most time efficient algorithm combination of GTRNetwork is the SVD-Correlation-CLR background correction (S-C-C) combination. Although under some conditions, S-C-C does not perform as well as other combinations, it provides a quick estimation with relatively reliable results. This algorithm combination could be used to quickly generate a general view of the network.
The algorithm combinations that use regression-based SIMPLS to predict TFAs are not as precise as the other combinations. However, SIMPLS does not have as many restrictions as NCA algorithms have, such as the yqjH NADPH-dependent ferric reductase containing FAD, covalently bound to a cysteine sidechain.
Genes predicted as the targets of regulator Fur in the reconstructed regulatory network of size of 600 links. Gene function information is downloaded from the EcoGene database [45] .
non-redundancy and full column and row rank of the initial network topology. Thus, SIMPLS does not discard as much information while preprocessing data to fit the input criteria. Studies show that it can predict regulatory links that gNCA-r and FastNCA could not [7] . This property of SIMPLS is especially important when there are some regulators or genes of interest, but other TFA prediction algorithms delete these interesting regulators or genes to fit the NCA criteria (detail in Methods session). There is no optimal combination of algorithms for GTRNetwork; instead, the user needs to choose the appropriate algorithm combination based on their input data and other requirements. The TFA prediction model does not need any biological knowledge on the detailed mechanisms of the activation of TFs. The model assumes that all of the complex effects that contribute to the change of TFA are included in the predicted TFAs and the control strengths. Thus, the GTRNetwork algorithm is not limited to prokaryotes, but can also be applied to eukaryotes. We plan to apply this method to eukaryotes such as yeast and plants in the near future.
While most relevance score based gene regulatory network reconstruction algorithms are not able to identify the self regulation of TFs, because the gene expression data is directly used as the only input to represent both the regulators and the targets, there are always high relevance scores to connect the TF and its gene. In GTRNetwork, since the representation of the regulators (TFAs) and the representation of the targets (expression of genes, including TF genes) are well separated, the relevance score between the TF and its gene is meaningful, and the self regulation of TFs can also be identified. The prediction of self regulation of TFs improves interpretation of the cyclic structures of gene regulatory networks. Further analysis of the effect of feedforward and feedback loops is not carried out in this work but will be applied on the reconstructed networks in our future work.
TFA prediction methods are all based on a linear static model of experimental conditions, and treat dynamic time series data as static data of each time point. Thus, although time series transcriptome data can be used as an input of GTRNetwork, the algorithm does not take advantage of dependencies in time series data.
Conclusion
The algorithm GTRNetwork introduces the hidden layer TFA into classic gene regulatory network reconstruction networks. A comparison of the performances of several algorithmic variants of this algorithm showed that the E-A-C variant of the GTRNetwork use EM-based TFA prediction method, adaptive partitioning mutual Bolded genes have significant changes in expression according to Brynildson's paper [39] . Underlined genes are predicted new regulatory target genes of the TF from GTRNetwork. information as the relevance score function and CLR background correction method. This is the variant best fits the current known TF-gene regulatory networks from RegulonDB. The application on the E-A-C variant on E. coli data shows a promising amount of biological significance. It would be interesting and meaningful to verify more predicted result biologically and try other alternative TFA prediction such as the SIMPLS based methods and network reconstruction algorithms computationally. The application on other organisms such as yeast is also highly recommended to be applied in the future research.
Methods
TFA prediction TFA prediction is based on the following biological approximation [1] :
Er i is the gene expression ratio between two experiment conditions of the i-th gene, TFAr j , j = 1,...,L, is a set of TFA ratios of TF j, which regulate gene i, between the same two conditions, and CS ij represents the control strength of transcription factor j on gene i. After taking the logarithm of Eq. (3) [1] :
where N × M matrix [Er] is the relative gene expression level matrix and L × M matrix [TFAr] is the relative transcription factor activities, the elements Er ij (t) = E ij (t)/E ij (0) and TFAr kj (t)/TFAr kj (0), N × L matrix [CS] is the control strength matrix of transcription factors and genes. The gene expression model in Eq. (4) can be decomposed into matrix [CS] and matrix log([TFAr]) using different algorithms.
The relative gene expression level matrix [Er] can be obtained from transcriptome experiments such as DNA microarrays or RNAseq, and the control strength information must be initialized from the literature e.g. RegulonDB [34] , Chip-on-chip experiments, and motif information (mNCA [40] ). The initial matrix, CS is converted from the known database of gene regulatory links between TFs and genes, e.g., RegulonDB [34] . Each row represents a gene and each column represents a TF. When there is a known regulatory link between gene i and TF j, CS ij =1, otherwise CSij = 0.
With the input of [Er] and [CS] , transcription factor activities log([TFAr]) can be estimated. There are three major approaches to estimate log ([TFAr]) expectation maximization (EM) approach (e.g. gNCA-r) [3] , singular value decomposition (SVD) approach (e.g. FastNCA) [4] and regression approach (e.g., SIMPLS) [7] .
Note: When using gNCA-r or FastNCA to estimate log ([TFAr]) matrix, log ([Er), [CS] and log ([TFAr]) need to fit three criteria given below to ensure the uniqueness of the decomposition [1, 3, 4] .
(i) The connectivity matrix [CS] must have full-column rank.
(ii) When a node in the regulatory layer is removed along with all of the output nodes Er i connected to it, the resulting network must be characterized by a connectivity matrix that still has full-column rank. This condition implies that each column of [CS] must have at least L-1 zeros.
(iii) The matrix, log [TFAr], must have full row rank. In other words, each regulatory signal cannot be expressed as a linear combination of the other regulatory signals.
Relevance Scores
Instead of calculating relevance scores between the expression levels of two genes GTRNetwork calculates the relevance score between each TFA and each gene. Pearson correlation coefficient and mutual information are chosen as the relevance score functions:
Pearson Correlation Coefficient:
where X ik is the k-th observation of variable i. and S ij is the Pearson Correlation Coefficient score between variable i and j.
Mutual Information
Where p(i,j) is the joint probability of i and j, p 1 (i) and p 2 (i) are the marginal probabilities of i and j respectively, S ij is the Mutual Information score between variable i and j.
The Pearson Correlation (Eq. 4) performs extremely well in detecting linear relationships between two variables (genes in a set of microarray experiments), and Mutual Information (MI) (Eq. 5) has a relatively balanced performance in detecting both linear and nonlinear relationships. However, most MI applications only work for discrete variables, and in this problem, both the gene expression ratio and TFA ratio are continuous variables. Adaptive partitioning [35] adjustments are applied to calculate mutual information between TFA ratios and gene expression ratios.
Background correction
In the relevance score based network reconstruction approaches; there are tradeoffs between the link detection sensitivities and false positive detection rates [10] . One reason for the false positive detection is the simplification of the two layer gene regulatory network model. Adding the TFA layer to the classic two layer regulatory network model may solve this problem. Another reason for the false positive detections is due to the noise of gene expression data and different relatedness behaviors of TFs and genes. For example, the expression of some genes may be more stable than other genes and not tend to change much in response of different conditions, the relevance score of these genes are tend to lower, and regulatory relationships between these genes and TFs are hard to be detected, the same to TFAs. Thus, a background correction method such as context likelihood relatedness (CLR) [18] is needed.
In the CLR algorithm, along with the relevance score, the statistical likelihood of each relevance score is calculated within each variable by:
where Z ij is the z-score of relevance score between variable i and j within all relevance scores with i, S ij is the relevance score between variable i and j, s i is the average of all relevance scores with i. And a joint likelihood between two variables is calculated from the zscores from Eq. (6). The methods to calculate the pseudo-z-score Z ij vary and the CLR algorithm use the following method as default [18] :
By putting different thresholds on the matrix [Z] with elements Z ij gene regulatory networks with different sensitivities can be reconstructed by searching for gene regulatory links containing TF genes with the Z score larger than the threshold. The information of TF genes (which genes encode TFs) can be found from database such as RegulonDB [34] and EcoCyc [37] .
Integration of operon information
In the reconstructed gene regulatory network, when gene A is predicted to be regulated by some TFs, the other genes in the same operon as gene A are not always predicted to be regulated by the same TFs regulating gene A. However, in real gene regulatory networks, all the genes in the same operon tend to have similar behavior. The GTRNetwork algorithm uses an optional check operon step. When the operon information is available, the algorithm searches for genes in the same operon as the target gene and links these genes to the regulators of the target gene. This integration of operon information improves the detection sensitivity of regulatory links.
GTRNetwork algorithm
The GTRNetwork algorithm is implemented using Matlab and the source code is available at:
http://vrac.iastate.edu/~afu/GTRNetwork/GTRNetwork_1.2.1.zip.
Inputs Outputs: A list of predicted regulatory links The GTRNetwork algorithm uses the TFA prediction algorithm to predict TFAs from input a) and b). It then uses relevance score functions such as correlation coefficient function or APMI to calculate the relevance score between TFAs of TFs and the expression levels of all genes. A CLR background correction is applied on the relevance score matrix. And then according to the desired size of reconstructed regulatory network (input c), a threshold based on the background corrected relevance score is calculated and the gene regulatory network is reconstructed filtered by the threshold. Finally, an optional check operon step is applied to add missing predicted regulatory links in the same operon of the predicted target genes. 6. Set a threshold T for matrix [Z] so that there are S elements in [Z] greater than T. For all the TF-gene pairs having a Z score greater than T, construct a regulatory link. 7 . If the operon list is available, check and add all genes in the same operon of TF target genes to the regulatory target set of the TF.
Additional material
Additional file 1: Test results of GTRNetwork Algorithm combinations, GTRNetwork algorithm using TF-gene network topologies providing different level of information as input, the input initial TF-gene network topologies are obtained by randomly deleting 70%, 50%, 30% or 10% links of the TF-gene links data from RegulonDB 7.0 [34] .
Additional file 2: Potential new regulatory links of E. coli predicted using GTRNetwork. Gene expression data is obtained from M3D database [36] and contains 466 transcriptome experiment conditions on 4279 gene probes. TF-gene regulatory network from RegulonDB 7.0 [34] is used as the initial known TF-gene regulatory topology input. 381 potential new gene regulatory links are predicted. The reconstructed network size can be used as a reference of confidence of the predicted links. Smaller reconstructed network sizes indicate more confidential predictions. Gene functions information is downloaded from EcoGene database [45] 
